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Recruitment Campaign
Sahl
Rambles
at
Raymond
Combats Enrollment Drop
~

By TONY LEGGIO
Elmer Wagner, newly
One of the programs
ini,E >pointed Dean of Admissiorts involved in Wagner's campaign
mil;£ id Institutional Advancement, will be to enlist the support of
nil, 1 st week revealed an intensive alumni, faculty, and students in
foi|C impaign geared to attract recruiting. For example, with
run idergraduate students to UOP. the aid of a newly purchased
As predicted last year by computer at the Admissions
virious national reports, UOP, Office, students will be able to
lne many colleges nationwide, pickup a list of prospective
s ffers from a decline in applicants from their hometown.
""~e irollment for the 1972 fall A student can then call on these
IjS mester. Initial reports indicate applicants while is at home on
te tl at student enrollment is down week-ends or vacations.
3IFb 138 from a projected 4200.
Similiarly, alumni will be
lajS lecifically, COP, Elbert Covell, contacted to speak to prospective
a id Callison fall into this report. students form their hometowns.
On the other hand, the School
"Another aspect of the
J
Engineering,
the campaign is an intensified
IC nservatory, Raymond and visitation program," explained
armacy increased their Wagner. Prospective students
ei rollment.
are strongly encouraged to visit
~V agner noted, however, that the campus which will offer tours
jsj :eable increase in junior twice daily. Free meals and
t: ansfer students helped equalize overnight lodging will hopefully
-tie drop at the freshmen level. encourage a personal visit by the
T le number of students prospective student.
"tiansferring
from
UOP
When asked if the enrollment
_r mained compatible with drop would effect future
p evious years.
admission standards, Wagner
"The
San
Francisco stated that, "several options are
ronicle reports that it is sort of available before we drop our
in-thing now days not to go to standards." He feels one such
lilege. "However, I believe, option is the
recruitment
t< lay, education is a very campaign being launched this
.ir portant bargaining power in year.
t a labor market, and therefore,
"Rather than emphasizing
§1 s trend will not last long," enrollment, this institution has
V agner added.
Continued on page 10
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By TED SNYDER
In the early sixties political
satirist
Mort
Sahl
was
characterized by none other than
John Kennedy as a man in
"relentless
pursuit
of
everybody."
In the Raymond Great
Hall last week Sahl was still
pursuing and still relentless.
Entering the packed hall twenty
minutes late (a fact he later
blamed
on
automobile
manufacturers
who
kept
recalling his rent-a-car). Sahl
gave his distinctive wolfish grin
and launched into his first victim
of the evening, Daniel Ellsberg.
Forty minutes and hundreds of
tangents later he dashed out,
leaving an appreciative but
somewhat mystified audience.
Sahl appeared as for the
Forum on National Priorities, a
fact which seemed ludicrous in
light of the content of his talk. It
was a satiric potpourri into which
he added everything from
homosexuality to the F.B.I. The
only thing missing was a sense of
priority. It was imaginative, and
often very funny but it was still a
series of digressions without a
theme.
For those who remember
Sahl's Los Angeles talk show of a
few years back, there was the
recurrent shadow of his favorite
crusade. That, of course, is none
other than the Kennedy
assasination.
Convinced
that
the
President's death was the result
of a conspiracy, he has dogged
the issue from Mark Lane to Jim
Garrison to Clay Shaw and last
week he still refused to let it rest.
References to Kennedy, the
assasination, and to the
investigations that followed it
were
sprinkled
liberally
throughout his presentation.
If there was any other motif
in his monologue it would have to
be his sensitive concern with the
mood
of
the
country.
"Optimism," he said, "died in a
limousine in Dallas."
By and large Sahl's speech
was a collection of unrelated selfavowed truisms about anything
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We don't know what Stan McCaffrey and the boys from ASUOP
e engineering, but we hope they keep UOP on the right track. Tom
kite, Jeff Gullo, Dan Nutley and Chris Thalken were helping UOP's
esident check out Saturday's Open House.
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"Will Rogers with Fangs."?
and everything. Referring to the
Republican stand against drugs
and draft evaders he pointed out
that the U.S. Army was one of the
few places where "you can be a
drug addict and still serve your
country."

to come back to particular topics
which disappeared, never to
return, in his stream of
consciousness. Finally, when
nine o'clock rolled around, he
called an arbitrary halt to his
string of bits, picked up his
paperback, and left.
He would then shift to
Sahl has called himself "the
religion. "The Catholic Church is intellectual voice of the era."
really a communist front Whether or not this is true, his
operating under cover for two material still repuires an
thousand years." Then to show informed
and
educated
business where he told the eager audience, which is probably why
crowd everything they alwaays he spent most of his time touring
wanted to know about Johnny college campuses. Pointing out
Carson 9utwege afraid to ask. that only five percent of the
Then on the subject of young now eligible to vote have
homosexuality, he compared registered, he said, " ... which
Truman Capote to Oscar Wilde: proves that you're all really
' 'Oscar Wilde was a great writer, anaesthitized
in
your
not just a great homosexual." Of radicalism."
course Nixon and McGovern
received plenty of ribbing.
Later he added, "I don't
So the evening went, with
jibes spraying in all directions
exposing the hypocrisy and
humor of current social and
political events.
At forty-five, Sahl's style
remains virtually unchanged. He
has moved from the sweater to
the Levi jacket, but still speaks
with a frenetic off-the-cuff
puality. It has been called freeform but it is really no form. It
lacks any cohesion. He chuckles
loudly at his own best gags and
punctuates others with cries of
"It's true, it's true."
More than once he promised

know if you're an ideal
generation but you're all we've
got." Such statements were
never elaborated on, but left his
audience with the distinct
impression that he isn't
completely satisfied with what
he has found.
Sahl is not as much in the
public eye these days as he was in
1960 when he made the cover of
Time magazine which described
him as a "Will Rogers with
fangs But, nevertheless, he is
still a clever and incisive wit who
knows how to bring out comedy in
the most serious of our
institutions and administrators.
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL COURSES
Study abroad this winter and let the world show you
what it is all about. Absorb.a part of life through one
of the International Travel Courses offered to the
students of the University of the Pacific. Visit
picturesque parts of Europe, the Exotic Orient; live
a South American experience, or see the contrast of
past and present in Africa. This is an opportunity to
participate in a live study of the human interaction
processes with a meanigful interchange between
persons of different cultural backgrounds.
ART HISTORY David Burke - Raymond College (209- 9462102)
Take in the more interesting art museums and more
picturesque parts of Europe. Expand your aesthtic appetite
with concerts, sightseeing and European cuisine.
CITY PLANNING IN ENGALND
Roger Barnett - Department of Geology & Geography (209- 9462102)
Look into britain with a study of its cities and towns. The
course will examine urban geography of the London area,
urban problems, housing and transportations; there will be
field work using public transportation. Visit London New
Towns (planned state developed satellite cities).
Itinerary; Paris, London, and the London Area
CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGIES
Irving Roy - Department of Psychology (209- 465- 3731)
Become familiar with some of the leading centers of Western
European psychological thought by means of field visits. For
example, Tavistock Clinic (forerunner techiof encounter
groups and sensitivity training movements), the University of
London, the Carl Jung Institute.
Itinerary: Paris, London, Zurich, St. Moritz, Geneva
Chamonix
EUROPEAN PERFORMANCE TOUR
Sy Kahn & Mark Wardrip - Drama Department (209- 496- 2116)
Drama students, perform short plays in various cities of
Germany, Austria, and possibly Eastern Europe.
Approximately 20 performances in 10 to 15 cities. Students are
selected by means of open tryouts. There will be meetings with
various foreign university and theatrical groups in the course
of the tour.
Itinerary: Germany, Austria, and possibly Eastern Europe

STUDIES OF URBAN BLACK AFRICA

lWngUcoSons° Look"?the process of urbanization j
now occurring and make conclusions that will aid the*
in his general prospectives of the Black Afnc,can Nation
he*Relationship to the United States. Important «
regard will be opinions and values of the Black African cit
toward the American Blacks, in paritcular, and the Ame
people in general.
.
Itinerary: Primarily western Black Africa

EUROPEAN SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS
William Bacon - School of Education (209- 946- 2558)
Designed for education majors, this course will affori
opportunity to spend several days in schools in Eng
Holland an Bavaria. Each student will be the guest
European teacher and will stay at his or her home.
Itinerary: Paris, London, Reading, The Hague, Municl;
Strassbourg.

LE FRANCAIS, UNE NOUVELLE METHODE
Robert Kreiter - Department of Modern Languages (2092292)
An intensive language course with France, rather than a bi
as a text. Activities will include walking tours of various p
of the city, visits to museums, public buildings, theat
cirtemas, labor and political meetings, schools, etc. There
be a chartered bus to visit the monuments and cities of tl
provinces to see the people an their accomplishments, j
and present.
Itinerary: Paris, Rouen, Caen, Mt. St. Michel, Tours, Bourj
Vezelay, Fontainebleau
POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE EUROPEAN ECONO
COMMUNITY
Tapan Mukerjae - Department of Economics (209-946-2
The course offers seminars, lectures, and discussion sess
at the different centers of the E.E.C., and the United Sts
Some of the topics to be included are The Economic Theoi
Customs Union, U.S. Relations with the E.E.C.,
Implications of the British entry into the Common Marki
Itinerary: Paris, Bonn, Brussels, and London

CHILEAN SOCIALISM & CHRISTIAN REVOLUTIONARIES
James Conway - Department of Religious Studies (209- 946217)
This course will include interviews and lectures by major
leaders in the Chilean Church and society. Students will live in
communes with Brazilian political refugees and Chilean social
leaders and "experience the Chilean reality" first hand. They
will visit collective farms, nationalized industries, and
investigate the Chilean way towards socialism
Itinerary: Santiago de Chile

SPAIN
Robert Dash - Department of Modern Languages (2092292)
The course consists of three options: An in-depth study
topic (Novels, poetry, or plays) related in some spe
manner to the geographic locations visited; live entire
Spanish from the time of arrival to the time of departure I
Spaing or preparation of a position paper prior to depai
and observations made during the tour in order to suppo
destroy the position taken.
PeaiiS' Barcelona> Palma de Majorca, Mai
Sevilla, San Sabastian

COMMUNICATION: EAST & WEST
Ha I vor Hasen - Department of Communication Arts (209- 9462505)
Discover the mysterious Orient! A tour which provides an
ideal setting for the live study of the human interaction
processes. The study tour will visit three of the major
countries-and settlements of the Far East. Communicative
systems will be observed in Kubuki theater, Chinese art
treasures and the Cantonese Opera.

BRAZILIAN WORKSHOP
Florindo Villa-Alvarez - Covell College (209- 946- 2571
An analysis of Brazil today through a series of on-tl
severalTlni The."lont^of January will be spent in B
have studied Portugese
* g'Ve" '° th°Se S,Ude'
Itinerary: Brazil

International Travel Courses The deadline6 m
contact the instructor and submit deposit is October

Arranged by : Tour and Travel lnt»r n ««—Suile^OO SocramenttT

i .
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Why Rapid Provost Turnover?
By MAGGIE HILLERT
A rapid turnover of provosts Callison professor, claims in
Cathy Tisinger became the third
. eems to be the rule rather than addition that being provost is a
acting provost. She soon took
le exception at Callison College. good training ground for higher
over the directorship of new
' here have been four different positions. The cluster college
provosts in the past five years. concept is a new one and programs at Moore's college and
Reuben Smith was selected as
' /hat actually is the reason for Morearty says, "People who
the fourth provost.
uis?.
start new programs are
Each individual, with the
Dr. Larry Meredith, head of restless."
exception of Smith, who served
"le student and
faculty
It's interesting to note that as provost, was first the
'ommittee responsible for all previous provosts moved on to preceptor of Callison and then
electing the provost, says that better portions. Larry Jackson,
made the step up to the chief
1 allison is a complex college to
the first
provost, became position. But when they left the
dminister. Due to its 'small size, financial
vice-president
of college, "they all left with good
the intimacy of the situation Evansville University in Illinios, feelings," according to Dr.
dds to the problems,
admits while the original preceptor of Roger Mueller of Callison.
] leredith.
ACallison,
Douglas
Moore,
Professor Meredith adds
Since the cluster college moved up to occupy the provostis that the previous provosts
oncept is an experiment with office.
regretted leaving Callison and
By DIANE
i ew ideas in education, the
Moore then became the vice- that Jackson still expresses
f equent faculty turnover is also president
of
Minnesota concern over the college and its'
One of many new faces
<a experiment in working with Metropolitan State College and Indian program.
campus
is that of UOP's
t lese ideas.
Chaplain,
Father Robert Silva.
Dr. Meredith observes that
As
Father
O'Looney's
lib root of the difficulties with
replacement, he has brought
(allison is its' Indian program,
with him years of experience and
\ hich is a trauma for everyone
a number of innovative ideas for
c mcerned. A student first makes
By JILL SUjlLIVAN
the campus ministry.
ci adjustment to college as a
If you are interested in many innovative methods to be
His goals for the ministry
f eshman, then must adjust innovative methods for use in the
discussed.
will be to "penetrate into every
cjain to India, and yet a third elementary
and
secondary
Participants will also be able possible and significant system
t me when he reenters the United classrooms and a chance to
to exchange ideas with a visiting or subculture of the university"
? ates. All of this causes a discover new ideas, concepts,
staff of professionals. Visiting through a communication
asychic ferment."
materials and people this article faculty include James Moffett, a network, Silva disclosed. This
The Indian program also could be well worth reading. On
Harvard trained teacher and network will reach into all
r iquires a lot of shifting around October 13-14, a workshop, open
educational philosopher from segments of the university.
personnel, since a different to parents, teachers, adminis
Berkeley; Miles Myers of the
iculty member goes overseas trators, and advanced students,
Oakland Public School System;
The Chaplain hopes to
ich year. The administration of will be held to provide insights
Joan Levinson, co-founder and mobilize people to participate in
lis area belongs to the provost. into innovative methods for use
coordinator of Bay High School in decisions which affect them
"It's a delicate operation to in the classroom.
Berkeley and editor of the "New personally.
In
this way
in," states Dr. Meredith,
Network;"
Marcia
The workshop is being Schools
leadership
for
creative
change in
hese areas of frequent conducted jointly by the English, Perlstein,
coordinator
at all aspects of university and
tn new situations
social studies, biology, and Opportunity High School in San
id faculty turnover are mathematics departments of Francisco; Miriam Wasserman, community life will occur.
To encourage all individuals
Elected in the office of the COP . New methods, such as the San Francisco autnor of The
and
groups on campus to
•ovost which often changes too, student-centered
curriculum, School Fix and more.
participate
in
this
keep up with the expanding activiey-centered learning, open
Some of the University of tne
communication network, an
incepts of Callison Collegb.
learning, and games as a Pacific teachers participating in
open door policy will be initiated.
Dr. John Morearty, a resource are just a few of the
Continued on page 10

Father Silva Begins at UOP

COP Conducts Workshop
on New Teaching Methods
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FOLEY
An effort is being made to
sharpen and clarify issues which
affect human lives so that they
may be joined and dealt with by
all concerned.
Silva also revealed that with
everyone working toward a
common effort, it is hoped that
communication and change will
take place to bridge the
"fractured portions of the
university."
• Father Silva has reactivated
Morris Chapel. A short mass is
held each day around noon.
Sunday nights at nine he leads a
Mass laced with traditional Latin
and contemporary thought.

Additional plans for the
ministry include periodic
weekend trips for students to the
mountains to "get away from it
all." Father Silva is an expert in
the field of Gregorian Chant and
hopes to start a troupe here at
UOP.
In the past, Father Silva
worked with delinquent boys and
counseled at St. Joseph's
College. There he received his
BA in Philosophy. He then
studied at St. Patrick'sSeminary
where he studied theology for
four years.
"God affirms us, gives us
inner peace" is Father Silva's
personal goal. He enjoys people
and wants to get to know
students. He welcomes any calis
from 10:30pm to 8am at St.
Bernadettes Rectory.

The Skimeister
will present

WARREN MILLER'S
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Gripe to your Pacifican
The October 13 issue of The
Pacifican will be dedicated to
student newspapers as part of
National Newspaper Week. We
hope to examine the role and
function of the press in theory
and in practice with special
emphasis on the UOP campus.
Part of our examination will
be a self-analysis and this is
where you can help us.
We would very much like to
have comments on The Pacifican
as an abstract ideal and as a
functioning
reality.
Your
comments and criticisms can
give us an outside look at
ourselves and help us learn what
our readers enjoy.
Any special topics of interest
to you (such as freedom of the
press, media as art, etc?) will
definitely be of interest to us. We
look forward to your response.
The Staff

Epicene
By HELEN HARVEY

The equal rights amendment states that "equality of rij
law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States
state on account of sex." This amendment has been propose
Congress since 1923, but was never allowed out of the
committee until Martha Griffiths, by the use of a discharg
with the signatures of over half of the members of the House
to force the bill to be released from the committee. Tht
passed this year by a vote of 350 to 15 in the House and 841
Senate.

The present patchwork system of anti-discrimenator
inadequate, and every effort to change a law of discriminate
necessitates a court decision. This process is obviou
expensive and time-consuming. The equal rights amendme
eliminate all such laws at once. Court action is necessary
case since the Supreme Court has never interpreted
amendment to extend equal protection under the law to w<

The UOP Speech, Hearing
There are still restrictions and special procedures nee
and Language Center will hold an 'some states for a women to own property or serve on a jury,
open house on Wednesday, "protective labor laws" prohibiting a women form working!
This past week-end I was confronted with a question I couldn't October 18. The clinic facilities when she may need the money to support a family only
answer. I mean, nobody's asked it of me before, so I stumbled; not will be open to the public from legislate the belief that women are an inferior sex and
even three years of education at UOP could have answered it for me. I 7pm to 10pm.
protected from the hardships and realities of life. Some
was asked the question, what three things do you like most about
Exhibits on the various protective legislation, if benificient to both sexes, could be e
UOP.
speech and language disorders to include males instead of being repealed.
T he scene was an early Saturday morning in the Pacifican office which affect approximately 10
at a token COP meeting with Regent, Robert Haas. I found myself million Americans will be shown,
Under the terms of this amendment a women would bi
fluidly enumerating the bad points of the university rather than the such as articulation, stuttering, keep her own name in marriage. Alimony would be awarded
good, which is to say, what I hated about this university, that is to say, voice, aphasia, delayed language parent and a woman would not automatically be given custoi
high tuition, which is to say, I wish it all wasn't going into athletics, development cleft palate, and children. The laws establishing different legal ages for marr
that is to say, I'm here for an education, to enjoy academics, to rip off hearing. A special exhibit will be legal consent would become invalid.
a rip-off university, which is to say, why am I still here, why am I still the new EEG Audiometer
in college, why am I the editor of a paper so many of us care about bug System made possible by an
Women would be eligable for the draft, although discrii
eligability practices for service in the military would be c
think nothing of using it to wipe feet on it.
$11,000 gift from the Junior Aid of
That night I dreamed in mad frustration; I was strapped to a tree, Stockton. This is a special piece (Women are required to be an unmarried high school gradi
and, molded to a tree, became a tree. Branches kept growing and of equipment which evaluates submit four pictures, none of which are required for me
leaves kept curling and uncurling depending on whether they were on hearing in subjects unable or discriminatory practice will cease. Different admission st
the ground or in the tree. Oozing sap and puffing cysts, I finally got too unwilling
to
respond
to for universities as well as different mandatory curriculum
big and I know I didn't die, but I know nothing happened after that.
shop for males only would no longer be in effect in public s<
conventional tests. A computer
Let me explain my frustration. I really dug sitting down with a evaluates hearing by the brain's
Although this amendment has been approved by 28 of the
regent early in the morning trying to tell him why I really dug UOP, responses to sounds.
SS*l£ f°r th^ amendment to become law, California
yet I was thinking all the time that I would never recommend it to my
The Center, which is a non
friends. So why?
fh
k
ii 6 amendment because Senator Mills succeeded in
profit facility, is open to anyone
I never answered that question, but I think I have the answer with a speech, hearing or the bill in committee throughout the entire legislative
now. Not until I finished having lunch with McCaffrey on Wednesday language handicap. Last year in Recently Senator Mills changed his position, stating that h
and noted how tired a man in his position becomes, trying to grow and addition to a constant caseload of vote to permit the bill to leave committee when the leg
spread with the family university, but also being deterred by the approximately 120 patients, 200 amendment
°Uth he ®UU Penally opposes the amendm
exPected to easily obtain the votes necess
tradition which his job demands and the university demands.
approval
new
evaluations
were
Tradition demands and persists on this campus a reputation of completed.
second-handness; well, I didn't get into Stanford, so I came here- a
This Center, which also
reputation of upper-classness; well, tuition is a hundred dollars serves as a training center for
Critics of the amendment have ranged from savin? tl
higher here than it is at Stanford, so they must not want me; a
have never been
future speech pathologists and
reputation of dullness; well, it's in Stockton, and where's Stockton?
eq rlghts t0 claims lhat
audiologists,
is
accredited
by
the
Such a reputation, I should put my money into that?
to share the same bathrooms, neglecting the<
American Speech and Hearing riShf
I think not. But after I got to this campus remotely hearing about Association.
0t
n
wote„ a?e S!TS ?eLhaVe negle«ed
S pS
its marine station back in high school in Connecticut, I found
nS1f
SeCOnd class citizens The 501
psychological
bondae
b
tter
fni^m
u f - ^01said f - - - - the reputation, I wanna do something
Anderson Y Center
be alleviated as
women are considered teg"'1™taS?ardly
myself. I found that if I took the initiative I could do just about
Any student
who
anything I wanted to.
would like to earn extra
And that s the answer I figured out. Nobody cares what happens
women To^Sm^^rTe Id"
'
money by babysitting may
designed to nmmr.tQ tv, u f.
preserve laws res
to this university after they leave it, because there's already a
register at Anderson Y
economic welfare of wnm
. ' safety> provacy, educatit
reputation attached to his degree. So they do their thing while they're
Center. People from the
6
l° perform thei
here and are handed a piece of paper for it. This university, like the
as homemakers or mothers" "Thpff"**?
community
call
in
Thlsfai
AI11&Idin
the
Dresent
'
rly
women's p
at
orespnt
j
,
y
well
states
women's]
tree, hasn t died, but do you know what's happened to it? If you ever
regularly asking for names
56 °f protectinS their fragi!
igure out the answer to that, I'll wager it won't be a revelation or a
forbidden
to
becomeTuUv
fimr?"
of students interested in
oning members of the socie
• • and
socie'
anri rP«™n yfunctioning
surprise. After putting all I h*a jnto Haas. question l felt cheated
equal• rights
•
this type of work.
Th'S amead™"< »" "»»
legal barriers^n feS a'd
because the an„„er was nothing new, and left nothing to be
inferior status for women.
agencies and laws enfor
3S my education has taufiht me to expect of all great
Students who have not
things'1
had their ASUOP cards
and state law'S S°ciety is imP°ssible as long as inequality is
And I really think UOP is a great thing. So while I'm here I'll do
validated may go to the
my thing with the newspaper, because it's the only media I know
Duplicating Office in
hnm?n ri
f
/or nativity and a gentle concern for the
Quonset 5. Validation is
human side of life. But, I, too, will shove it into my cerebral museum
necessary for all ASUOP
up here along with the rest of my education. At least I know I can go
card privileges.
ornHffK
^5 and say 1 won't hold it there forever like a
grudge, because I didn t get a good write up or because I didn't like
The
Panhellenic
the way the paper screwed up an article I at lea J
Council of the University of
education and hope only to complement it, never deprive myself ofT
the Pacific is sponsoring an
V
So I continue growing with the tree of tradition
°f
Open House for all girls
interested in sororities.
Girls should meet in Elbert
Karen Welz
Covell Dining Hall on
Tuesday, October 10, 1972
at 7:30pm.
2314 Pacific Ave.
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Academic Affairs Enlarges Program

By LARRY LAPKIN
Academic Affairs involves without hasseling grades,
profoundly and he should be
m< re than just curriculum registration, tuition or credits.
aware of this," continued
bejause a student's education is With the substantial interest of
sh ped also by the food he eats only a few people, we can make a Cowley. "What we're trying to do
in all of our programs is to raise
an the dorm he lives in.
free university work. If it doesn't
Craig Cowley, Director of work, that s roof that the present the student's consciousness to a
Acidemic Affairs for ASUOP, system is good enough. On the level of awareness, which is the
ha
developed several programs other hand, if it does work, we're same as giving him power. If you
Its 1
see how the machinery of
I
thi
rb _. . year to "enlarge the control prepared to put the energy into it
v
government is effecting your life,
[j • an power a student has over his to keep it going.
then you're in a position to do
u4 en re educational experience."
"A student's whole life here
"Education fosters aware- on campus can be affected rather something about it."
ei ne s and ultimately leads to a
w
se se of potency and responsi3.' bil ty, a feeling that one is indeed
i: in :ommand of one's destiny."
Cowley feels that student
By STEVE SMITH
co
imittees
can best influence
las
The letter reads, "The men
act with greater independence
thi governance structure. To
•ypi
of
Omega
Phi Alpha officially and a greater emphasis on
fac ilitate these committees, he
iy t
ha planned a research support drop their association with the responsibility ... We show our
It Hi
national
fraternity
Delta independence by actually owning
Ion st; :f for student committees Upsilon." It was in the spirit of our own house and doing our own
ne ding factual information and
he
ev fence to support their those words that the fraternity maintenance."
met
Sada goes on to say, "We felt
pr posals to various levels of formerly known as Pacific's
Chapter of Delta Upsilon sent its also that the $100 initiation fee
go
ernment.
>s;:
To justify this information, request to become a local body to which was required by the
o
national
restricted
our
i° Co vley has slated a referendum the Dean of Men, Richard K.
Williams.
membership.
Now
new
members
er foi early October where students
The action on the part ot the
initiated for $25 which will
lu: wi be polled for their views on
fraternity culminated an ever can be
no doubt be more appealing to
va ious issues of concern to the growing friction
with the
; ; ca apus. This is also intended to national body and its meddling upperclassmen who only have a
ai( ASUOP to act confidently in from the main office in Missouri. semester left at Pacific.
"We were sending in
tui e with student opinion and The official celebration of the
thousands
of dollars a year and
aUj thi dly, to provide more student move will be held today with an
had no idea where the money was
iei: in aut
for
McCaffrey's open house at 4:30 pm.
going," states Sada. "The fact
'oi co amissions.
The idea of a local fraternity
that
our local fraternity was
ige
Through the efforts of is not a new one. For over forty
stable
virtually
Ac idemic Affairs, this year's years Omega Phi Alpha had financially
sti dent elections will be polled on been situated in the same house eliminated us from receiving any
Kcointy voting machines. "This at Pacific. It was not until 1959 funds from national. About the
3rJ wi 1 almost eliminate the chance
only service national provided us
that the fraternity decided to
tf| of rigging, especially since we affiliate nationally. Indeed it was was the name and twice a year
)| w 1 probably be able to use UOP the "Golden Age of the Greeks" they would send a representative
to overview our activities."
idj be "nputers for tallying."
that swept Pacific's fraternities
The fact is that about eight of
4 . In
discussing
other into the national movement.
ten
locals
fold after the first yeqr.
i« pr grams, Cowley said the free
A talk with Omega Phi's
pr versity will continue this year president Donald Sada provided About this Sada says, "We know
wi h the assistance of Academic some answers as to why the that locals have a poor record but
|Af airs. The concept of the free fraternity made the switch. Sada with the long tradition of Omega
r versity offers both student explained that the idea of a local Phi Alpha at Pacific and an
hr 1 faculty taught classes fraternity "offers a freedom to attitude of change now we can
survive quite well." Sada said

DU Drops National Charter

Uncluttered
Ctean-Cut
Cbss

"9

Unbelievable. Col
lege class rings that
are jewelry! Rings so
stylish, you'd wear one
for the sheer ornamenta
tion of it. It's our antidote
to Establishment rings.
On our man's ring, you
have your choice of
degree symbol or fra
ternity letters. And the
women's rings are femi
nine. Just for women. Not
scaled-down versions of the
man's model. Come see them
-no obligation.

vo

4950 PACIFIC AVE. & MAIN AT SUTTER

the changes would include a
more sensible pledge program
and a greater emphasis on
individual responsibility within
the brotherhood.
Much of the inside structure
will remain the same at Omega
Phi. The move away from the
national system reflects a
changing trend, a trend toward
an open system attractive to men
over the entire campus.

IflTEfB/UIEIII
By JOSEPH LILLIS
"Man's clouded sun shall brightly rise and songs be heard instead
of sighs," is the promise of Godspell, San Francisco's newest and
biggest hit.
The city seldom get&^a show which everyone can appreciate.
Even some of its long run hits had a specialized audience as in the
case of Oh! Calcutta!, No Place to be Somebody, and Hair. Godspell
promises thoughtful entertainment for all.
Based on the Gospel According to Saint Matthew, Godspell is a
rock treatment of Biblical ideas. The truly ensemble cast develops a
warm and comfortable evening of theatre. The show's genius comes
from Stephen Schwartz, a young composer just out of college. He and
John-Michael Tabelek spent many months at Carnegie-Mellon
University perfecting its concept.
Schwartz's rock tunes are connected with folktales and
reinactments of fables. It seems that every performance is fresh and
new. One might think there was a different show given each evening.
Each show, in fact, is a bit different. The productions in Boston and
New York had certain elements which were decidedly local. San
Francisco is no exception. We are bombarded with, " Ding! Ding!
Rice-a-Roni the San Francisco treat!'' out of nowhere. A fight scene is
broken up with karate cries, "Hayakawa! Al-i-oto! I'm gonna' crusha
yo' toyota!"
Yes, it is Biblical. But it is those parts of the Bible which pertain to
people, "When wilt thou save the people. Oh, God of mercy, when
Not thrones and crowns, but men!"
In telling the story of Christ, the apostles, the last supper, and the
cruxifiction, Schwatrz takes the familiar and relates the moral to
today: "There was once a rich man whose land yielded heavy crops.
He debated with himself: Oh, what am I to do? I will tear down my
storehouses and build them bigger. I will collect in them all my corn
and popcorn and tuna surprise, and M&M's. And then he said to
himself, 'Man, you have plenty of good things laid by you. Enough to
last many years. Take life easy. Eat drink. Enjoy yourself.' But then
God said to the man, 'You fool, you must surrender your life this very
night. You have made your money. Who will get it now?' "
By slipping us the M&M's and tuna surprise, he gets the message
to us. Each time he repeats the process we fall for it but time and
again it is just a little different, just a little funnier, thoughtful,
moving, active, colorful.
The New York costUmer recreated her fantastic work here as
well. Done in "modern clown," the wardrobe gives color and fantasy
to crown the personalities of each of the performers. The setting
consists of several running feet of anchor fence, two saw-horses, and
two long boards. In this theatrical playground we are given an
amazing spectrum of imaginary locales: a palace, a desert, heaven,
hell, and an in between.
Co-produced with ACT, this loving piece of theatre has just
moved to the Marine's Memorial Theatre on Sutter Street.
Performances most nights, you can even see it twice on Saturdays.
Godspell is theatre for all people, even people who don't like rock
musical theatre, even people who don't like theatre, rock, or music!
COMING:
The San Francisco Film Festival. October 12-22. Palace of Fine Arts,
Filmakers with new works include Fellini, Truffaut, Godard, Frank
PerTy, and Paul Morrissey.
Quaint and Charming
Pure Nostalgia

How can I be happy?"
"Substitute self-dislike and self
will for self-love and God-love."
Rev. Vernon Kraft, UOP Alumni
Pastor
Bill Pruitt, Geo Fox
Dir. of Music

Pastor
Jack Earl, Moody College
Dir. of College Dept.
Daryl Harr, Fresno State
Dir. of Youth Dept.

Stockton Covenant Church
The College Centered Church
4 blocks South of Delta and UOP
1720 Oxford Way
464-5160

College Bible classes-Sunday 9:45 am
College Rap and Fellowship-Sunday 8:15 pir
Seminar (5 classes)-Wednesday 7-8:30 pm
SUNDAY WORSHIP-11 am
Sunday Body Life Service-7 pm

the BOOKMARK
Clotn Bound Books
Quality Paperbacks
•

I

I
I

L.

Free Gift Wrap

2103 Pacific Ave.
466-0194

I
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Calaveras
Calendar!
Friday, October 6
2pm Roger Wagner Chorale. Cow Palace. Ticketron.
6:30 and 9pm: Sweet Sweetback's Song. Anderson Y film.
2pm: Roger Wagner Chorale, Cow Palace, Ticketron.
8pm: Cannonball Adderly, Cow Palace. Ticketron.
8:30pm: Dames at Sea. Stockton Civic Theatre
Saturday, October 7
9am: Stockton Civic Theatre Backstage Sale, Stockton Civic
Theatre.
2pm: Lamb and Azteca, Cow Palace, Ticketron.
6:30 and 9pm: Sweet Sweetback's Song. Anderson Y film.
8pm: Chuck Berry, Cow Palace, Ticketron.
8:30pm: Betsy Chapman, Raymond Great Hall.
8:30pm. Dames at Sea, Stockton Civic Theatre.
9pm: Mame, all male cast: San Francisco at the California Hall,
tickets through Macy's.

ASUOP Sponsors "Celebration

.by HtnUnt-An
\Ui 11 i n tv»o T\ /
Webster Williams.
accompaniment will bepr0,
by two pianists and a drui^
Beth King of the theatre
reported that the play wj
presented in Anderson ft
Hall on October 14-16 at j
Admission is free to As
card-holders and $1 to the pu

comments by a group of street
characters called
revelers.
The revelers struggle-to-surviv
forces a life style of hypocrisy
lies and deceit.

ASUOP is sponsoring the
South
Stockton
Community
Theatre's
production
of
Celebration. The musical will be
directed by Kip Catt, a drama
graduate from UOP.
Celebration was written by
Tom Jones and Harvey Smith,
authors of The Fantastics. The
actors are mainly high school
students from South and East
Stockton, with the addition of a
few UOP and Delta students.
The play describes a triangle
of emotions and needs with

The triangle is Mr. Rick
(Cleardis Oliver), Orphan
(George Akina) and Angel (Lola
Varelas). The cynic, the innocent
and the hard chick work out their
destiny in an almost ritual
pattern of life, love, and defeat.
Potemkin,
the apparent
leader of the revelers is played

Sunday, October 8
2pm: Joan Baez. San Jose State College, Spartan Stadium, 2772731.
2pm: Ray Price and Donna Fargo, Cow Palace, Ticketron.
7pm: B. J. Thomas, Cow Palace. Ticketron.
9pm: Buffy Suinte-Marie, Cow Palace, Ticketron.
Mondav, October 9
8pm: Grateful Dead, Winterland.
Tuesday, October 10
7:30pm: Stockton Astronomical Society, Allbright Auditorium.
8:15pm: Ann Haley, pianist, junior recital, Conservatory.
Wednesday, October 11
8pm: National OIC Day Gala Celebration with Bob Hope, Duke
Ellington. Johnny Mathis, Lionel Hampton. Rickardo Montalban
Rita Moreno. Sammy Davis Jr., Vikki. Carr and others at Sari
Francisco Civic Auditorium. 397-0717,
Introductory Transcendental Meditation Lecture: free, 241
A backstage Sale at the Stockton Civic Theatre will begin at 9am
on Saturday October 7. Many items of interest will go on sale.
The sale lasts all day but it is advised that you come early while
the selection is good. Some of the items on sale include: antiques:
birdcage, typewriter, console radio, trunks, a complete switchboard,
costumes, props, set pieces and even dishes.
This is a benefit program set up to contribute to theStockton Civic
Theatre's Building Fund.
Answers to Last Week's Puzzle
AN INVITATION:

Marilyn Dunlavy demonstrates the grace and discipline of
classical Indian temple dances. You can learn the head, neck, eye and
hand movements that tell stories from the Hindu scriptures by joining
Marilyn's (beginners) dance class. The class meets Monday's 8pm in
the Eiselen basement and you can call Marilyn at 477-7342.

Betsy Chapman, bay
folk singer, will appear
concert tomorrow eveninj
8pm in Raymond Great Hall,
proceeds of the performance
go to the Anderson Y.
program is co-sponsored
ASUOP and is FREE witl
ASUOP card.

Mm 2000

ScLflS~LLl_

4-channel compact,
complete with 4 speakers

FRESHMEN!

The McCaffrey's would
like to have you drop by the
Presidents' Home anytime
between 3and 5 pm Sunday,
October 15, for an informal
Open House.

2207 Country Club,

COMING SOON!
TURTLE RACES
SUNDAY OCT 15
UAWW

Ho(lR,r

ENJOY MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

•

The MQ2000 „ ,
Th.

^

•

$599.

c>>t>

^
-

The tnoal,.

o

de,VnP.e"kerS °rC

San,Ui'S

» naoaei ZUJ2.
AS100 two-woy ocous«c-,uspe„,ion

Bank financing available
90 days no interest

at

THE GRADUATE
60 oz. Pitcher

THIS WEEK'S GAME:
NO ONE

U&If

81.00

Raiders vs. Oilers

UNDER 21 ALLOWED

Alift D

,N

MARENGO CENTER

6130 Pacific Ave.

477-0082
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Pacific Sports I Tigers on Prowl For Fresno

%
s

By JIM

>
tres,
n\

Dili

SI ORTS SCHEDULE -nw
urday, Oct. 6
ASl'f
F IOTBALL, vs. Fresno State, Fresno, 7:30pm.
S< CCER, vs. UC Davis, Davis, JV 6pm, Varsity 8pm.
W kTER POLO, vs. Modesto JC, UOP, 10:30am
CI OSS COUNTRY, at Northern California Invitational, Stockton
10 30am
Si

Ti ssday, Oct. 10
CCER, vs. Hayward State, Hayward, JV 1pm, Varsity 3pm.
Wednesday, Oct. 11
W ITER POLO, vs. Cal Poly, Pomona, UOP, 4pm
P

AA SLATE

urday, Oct. 7
Bfigham Young vs. Cal State Long Beach at Anaheim Stadium
t lv. of San Diego at Cal State Los Angeles
cific at Frdsno State
Jose State at San Diego State

ross Country
Hosts Invitational

By LARRY LAPKIN
Nevada, who paced the pack with
UOP's Cross Country Team
24:48. Duffy, along with his team
vi 1 participate in their first
u ne-meet of the season
mates Domingo and Zarate,
|tonorrow, when they host the managed to dominate the first
three positions, making U of N
rthern California
Invita|ti< rials, starting at 10:30am.
the victor with 31 points.
L long the teams participating
Running strong for Pacific
Ji: San Diego State, Stanford,, were Craig Gardner and
State and Cal State
Mathyas Michael. Gardner; a
yward. Present plans call for
freshman whose brother Mark
ix-mile race as opposed to the
ruled cross country at Pacific
ic *mal five mile course.
between 1967 and 1970, finished a
Last weekend at the Nevada solid eighth with 27:18. Michael,
jC oss Counry Carnival in Reno, on the other hand, last year's best
11 icific placed third out of five performer, only managed to
s hools,
with Senior John squeeze out twelfth place
Cildwell capturing fourth because of a knee injury which
I p isition on the five mile course has been plaguring him. He
v ith 26:18. Winner of the race should be in top shape however,
v as Pete Duffy of University of for tomorrow's Invitational.

4 Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE! - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies • Groceries
Keg Beer - Free Delivery

I

£J

)WN
125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON. CAllf.

PHONE 478-3275

******

(MLs

MCCARTNEY

Tomorrow night
UOP"s
football team will play its first
conference game of the season
against Fresno State in Ratcliffe
Stadium in Fresno at 7:30pm.
Pacific is 2-2, Fresno State is
4-0.
"Next to LSU, Fresno State
is probably the most wellrounded team Pacific will face
this year," said Pacific sports
publicist Tony Sauro. "They
have both a strong running and
passing attack."
.The Bulldogs are averaging
an impressive 387.7 yards per
game, 221.8 by passing and 165.5
by running. Last week they were
second in the conference in total
offense.
The offense is directed by
senior
quarterback
John
Behrens, who this year has
connected on 59 passes in 136
attempts and five touchdowns.
As of last week he was leading the
conference in both passing and
total offense.
Behrens' favorite target is
senior wide receiver Gene
Austin, who has hauled in sixteen
passes good for 241 yards and
three touchdowns.
The Bulldogs also have an
outstanding running back in
Larry Miller, a 6-0, 185 pound
senior, who is leading the PCAA
in rushing with 362 yards in 83
attempts.
One Fresno State strength is
the pass defense. Leading the
way are cornerback Duane
Crump and linebacker Gary
Weaver,
both
all-PCAA
performers last season.

Sophomore tailback Willard Harrell breaks loose for a 16-yard
touchdown run in the second quarter of last Saturday's game against
Montana. Pacific won. 24-6.
Last week Pacific's triple- two scoring runs and the Tigers
option offense had its most went to the locker room with a 17successful night as it rammed for 0 lead.
Montana took the second half
329 ground yards. Sophmore
tailback Willard Harrell sped for kickoff and marched 77 yards in
113 yards, including touchdown 1 nine plays for their only score of
bursts of one, 16, and 11 yards. • the game. Jim Olson ran the ball
Junior Mike Mangrum had 89 in from the seven yard line.
Pacific closed out the sdfcring
yards in 15 carries.
Freshman
quarterback late in the fourth period when
Bruce Keplinger also had a good Harrell scored his third
game, running sixteen times for .touchdown of the night on a one69 yards. He was 0-9 passing but yard plunge.
The Tiger defense held the
his receivers dropped several of
his tosses. In the third quarter, vaunted Grizzly wishbone
with Pacific having possesion on offense to 149 yards rushing and
the Montana 41, the Tiger wide 72 yards passing. Montana had
receiver dropped a sure been averaging 221 yards on the
touchdown pass from Keplinger ground.
Defensively, Pacific has
in the end zone.
Mark Pash put Pacific on the proven it is effective against the
scoreboard first in the first run. Tomorrow night the defense
quarter with a 40 yard field goal. will see if it can do as well against
In the second quarter Harrell had the pass.

Wapolo Meets Modesto JC

The Pacific water polo team
"We beat Hayward State 10-9 They have their whole squad
has two games this weekend in the first game of the season, returning from last year."
when it faces Hayward State in and we're expecting a tough re
Hayward today at 4pm, and hosts match," said Pacific coach Bill
The water polo team will
Modesto JC tomorrow at Rose. We've improved since have the same starting line-up
10:30am at the UOP pool.
thpn, but they have too."
which has started ass season:
Last weekend the Tiger
Bob Silsbe in goal, and Randy
"Modesto JC is a fine, up- Snider, Rick Ingraham, Rick
mermen edged Chico State 9-8
team.
They're Reeder, Eric Gibson, Rick
and then were destroyed by a San and-coming
Jose State tidal wave on coach, Dave Ashleigh, is a two- Hendriccks, and Joe Dietrich.
time Olympic water polo player.
Saturday, 17-3.
Those fighting for a starting
spot include Bob Love, Randy
Welcome Back
Snelgrove, and Bob Hayes.

UOP STUDENTS
MEN'S SHOP

IT

Always

Given Special Attention

Open Thar*. Night
>m9

NEW LINCOLN VILLAGE

village sports

STORE

NOW OPEN
for your Shopping Pleasure

299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

(Go Down Pacific lo Lincoln Shopping Center.
We're across from The Big Slide.)

Last Monday, Oct. 2, Rose
became a father for the first time
when his wife Linda had a son.
Rumors that the baby began
working out with the water polo
team on Tuesday are not true.

On Wednesday, October 11,
there will be a brief meeting of all
Business Administration majors
at 7:00 pm in the President's
Dining Room at Anderson Hall.
Discussion of the progress
towards
accredation . and
nominations of the voting student
representatives who sit on the
department faculty committee
will be among the main topics of
business. Refreshments will be
served afterwards.

Octo
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Soccer to
Scuffle Davis
The UOP soccer team, 1-3
before last Wednesday's game
with Stanford, will have two
games this week as it plays UCDavis tomorrow in Davis at 8pm
and Hayward State next Tuesday
in Hayward at 3pm. A junior
varsity game will proceed each
by two hours.
Last Saturday Pacific
dropped a 2-1 decsion to the Chico
State Wildcats.
"Davis has become a club
rather
than a varsity team this
A 1 acific forward tries to move the ball past the defense in a game
against Arroyos of Stockton, played earlier this season. Pacific won, year," says Tiger coach Jim
Santomier.
6-2.
"I don't think they're too strong.
Hayward State has a new coach
this year and should be improved
from last season."

^
•
•
•

unclassified ads

Need extra money? Advertising
positions available for the Pacifican.
Those interested call Pete Shepard at
464-8742 or come up to 3rd floor North
Hall.

.For Sale: 15 ft. Catamaran Sailboat
with trailer. Like new. $1000 or best
offer. See Angus Shorey, 106 Price
Hall.

Summer
in
Vermont? TThink Part time experienced sales girl to
Middlebury
Advanced study work after school and holidays.
" College.
-o"* "vi'Miitcuaiuu^
in
n*»rmar» Italian,
IlnIUH Russian,
r»
•
in Frpnrh
French, German,
Alma's College Shop. 462-5514.
Spanish. Beginning and advanced
study in Chinese, Japanese. Begin What good is sitting alone in your
work toward the M.A. as an .room? Come hear the music play.
undergraduate. Write Room 124,
Life is a Cabaret, old chum. Come to
Sunderland Language Center, the Cabaret. Cabaret Opens Nov. 1 at
Middlebury, Vt. 05753
the mall.
The
NARANJADO
needs
responsible
photographers
with
experience. You may work anytime
you wish. We will pay for all
necessary supplies. If interested
contact Randy Ballard at Delta
Upsilon
(462-9502),
or at the
PACIFICAN andNARANJADOoffice
thrid floor North Hall.
FOR SALE' Receiver/Amp. 50 watt
1HF- 8 ohm air Suspension Speakers8 woofer, 2-3 Tweeters. 1 yr. old $150
931-0144

1 DAY

3 LINES
4 LINES
S LINES
6 LINES

.50
.75
1.00
1.25

The historic series between
the Russian national hockey
team and Team Canada ended
last week with Canada winning
the series, 4-3-1.
The Canadians were behind
in the series 1-3-1 but won the last
three games to take the series. In
each of the last three games Paul
Henderson of the Toronto Maple
Leafs scored the winning goal.
Team Canada was composed
of National Hockey League
professionals. The Russian team
won the Gold Medal at the Winter
Olympics
in
Japan
last
February.
The first four games of the
series were played in Canada and
the Russians emerged with a 2-11 edge. They won the first game,
7-3, in Montreal, and the fourth, 53, in Vancouver. Canada won, 4-1,
in Toronto, and the game in
Winnipeg ended in a 4-4 tie.

In the two weeks before the
series resumed in Moscow, Team
Canada played two games
against Sweden, winning 4-1, and
drawing, 4-4.
In the first Moscow game the
Russians won 5-4, scoring all
their goals in the third period to
overcome a 3-0 Canadian lead.
However, Henderson shifted into

NOTICE
Jobs Are Available.
For FREE information
on student assistance and
placement program send
I self-addressed STAMPED
envelope to the National
Placement Registry, 1001
East Idaho St., Kalispell
| MT 59901

- NO GIMMICKS EQR hi'\ IAd, Heilite Tent Camper
(expandable) Sleeps 4, new 2 burner
m Rondo !?5_SL. New Condition.
stove with 5 gal. butane tankmeet exbensesExcellent Cond. $400. 477-7957
W75
tn«CWemyss
w 6 t0 House
$475. 308
or phone
evenings 462-9809, 946-2891. Ask for
Dan.

MINIMUM
3 LINES 1 DAY

Against Chico State a
defensive lapse cost the Tigers a
victory. Juan Luna had given
Pacific a 1-0 lead in the first
period, but later in the half
fullback Tred Eyerly was injured
and went to the sidelines for
repairs. During his absence
Chico State scored both its goals
as the defense was disorganized
without Eyerly.

Team Canada
Edges Russia

Room-mate wanted to share 3
bedroom duplex with 3guys. Monthly
rt»nf
IE /"*~11
.
.
_
rent $56.25. Call 466-2911 and ask for
Cliff or 478-3934 and talk to anyone.

1100 for one gallon
'sSn^J11 pay
W,ne bottles c
6762

PICTURE

aU 477-

high gear and provid
Canada with the winnii
in each of the next thre
Russia led, 5-3, t
the third period of the fii
Canada tied the scort
seconds left Henderson
give Canada the game
series.

Skating Ski
Need Play

The UOP hockey clu
known as the Skunks, is ii
players. Thenewmanag
Oak Park Ice Rink is w
give UOP an hour and ah
time for $20 per week. Th
be a saving of $10 over la
However, the manager w
money paid four we
advance. Thus if 20
donated $4 each, it would
to only $1 per session,
donated four dollars e
would amount to only om
per session.
If you you interes
playing hockey, whether;
a beginner or ha ve played
contact Rick Smith in
West, or Bob Crowford in
Covell Hall.

VOTE

for the bull
Nobody mokes molt liquor
like Schlitz.
Nobody.

IT!

E/uskiiv's

CAMERA®
CORNER
Cameras
Film
Kodak Processing

Complete
Darkroom
Equipment
&
Supplies

Our 2.,th. year serving UOPeople, 2110 Pacific Ave. 466-5686
© 1972 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee

and other great cities.

-
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Maybe the way to change the world
isto join a large corporation.
We don't make a lot of noise, but this is where it's
really happening. You see, a large corporation like Kodak has
the resources and the skill to make this world a little more de
cent place to live. And we intend to do what we can to see
that this is exactly what happens.
Thke our home city, Rochester, New York for exam
ple. We cut water pollution in the Genesee River by using
natural bacteria to dispose of unnatural wastes. We cut air
pollution by using electrostatic precipitators in a new com
bustible waste disposal facility. We helped set up a black
enterprise program in downtown Rochester, and we've been
experimenting with film as a way to train both teachers and
students—including some students who wouldn't respond to
anything else.
And we didn't stop with Rochester. Kodak is involved
in 47 countries all over the world. Actively involved.

Why? Because it's good business. Helping to clean
the Genesee River not only benefits society... but helps pro
tect another possible source for the clean water we need to
make our film. Our combustible waste disposal facility not
only reduces pollution... but just about pays for itself in
heat and power production and silver recovery. Our black
enterprise program not only provides an opportunity for the
economically disadvantaged... but helps stabilize communi
ties in which Kodak can operate and grow. And distributing
cameras and film to teachers and students not only helps
motivate the children... but helps create a whole new market.
In short, it's simply good business. And we're in busi
ness to make a profit. But in furthering our business interests,
we also further society's interests.
And that's good. After all, our business depends on
society. So we care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
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Bump City Hits UOP
By DAREN McGAVREN
But there are more radical
At the University Townhouse
opinions,
such as, '-'We are
apartments there is a "Bump"
responsible
enough students to
sign that an anonymous artist
know that there are spped limits
has adulterated. The sign now
posted on campus. The speed
reads BUMP CITY. It describes
bumps
serve no purpose other
rather well the effects that this
than knocking tires out of
year's added attractions to the
alignment
and
damaging
UOP highway system have
mufflers."
created.
The majority of bicyclists
Along Burcham Lane (by the
South /West dorm complex) and interviewed seem to feel that
Service Road are glaring yellow their cause was safe enough prior
speed bumps that bring cruising to the addition of the bumps. The
motorists and bicyclists to a near cause was safe enough prior to
halt. The bumps have given rise the addition of the bumps. The
to a controversy concerning universal opinion is that riding
over the bumps on a bicycle is a
safety vs. inconvenience.
An interview with Les Smith, jarring experience that can
Chief of UOP Security Police, result in an abrupt, face-to-face
provided many answers about meeting with the pavement and
the controversial bumps. The an aerial dispersion of books and
bumps were installed, said papers.
A motorcycle enthusiast
Smith, as a last resort measure to
recalls
a race in which he found
control the speeding problem on
himself
sprawling into Knowles
campus.
The catalyst that propagated field at 85 mph. The surviving
the installation of the bumps, student, who is not at all in favor
said Smith, was a near fatal of the bumps, admitted, "Had the
accident that occured this bumps been there, I obviously
summer on Service Road. The wouldn't have raced."
The bumps in some instances
accident was caused purely "by
excessive speed," said Smith, have defeated their purpose.
who continued to say "When you Three speed bumps with
pick bleeding people up off the altitudes of several inches each
street, something's got to be were installed in the University
Townhouse parking lot during
done."
August
of 1971. Because the
The collision, in which one
car was totaled and the other bumps had not yet been painted,
their likeness in color to the
damaged at an estimated $1,000,
parking lot pavement produced a
occured at the blind corner of
Service Road and the access road camouflage effect. Many an
unsuspecting student found
to the swimming pool. The field
house completely abstructs one's himself glued to the headliner of
his car.
vision of oncoming traffic from
When asked for his personal
either of the two roads.
The
speed bump at the field house opinion of the speed bumps Smith
"wasn't put thereto slow the cars stated, "I don't like stopping at
down," said Smith, "it was put the bumps, either... they're a
there to stop the cars. Even by pain in the neck. But it's better
law, that would be a zero mph that everybody on campus has a
intersection." The installation of pain in the neck, that doesn't
stop signs is expensive, have a wreck.
complained the chief. Everytime
one has been installed it seems it Enrollment Drop
becomes subject to street sign Continued from page 1
collectors and is gone over night. always been more concerned
Smith said that the bumps
with good teaching," Wagner
have slowed traffic to a stated.
desireable spped and considers
Wagner believes Pacific has
the bumps a success. He also many advantageous to offer over
stated that an uncalculated our sister colleges. "UOP has a
benifit of the bumps is an very favorable faculty-student
approximate 40% decrease in the teaching ratio and has always
flow of non-student traffic on the been among the leaders in
compus.
innovative ideas and programs,"
The view generally taken by Wagner stressed, including the
students that I have interviewed cluster colleges, Raymond's
is that the bumps are a nuisance, three year program, and the 4-1-4
but serve a useful purpose. One semester.
view widely subscribed to is that
Wagner feels that last year's
the number and placement of the tuition raise had no direct effect
bumps is less than ideal. Many on enrollment. "Tuition in the
students feel that that the bumps past has not been linked to
along Burcham Lane are entirely student enrollment. To some
unecessary, and that there individuals, yes, but overall I do
should be only one bump on not believe it has been a negative
Service Road.
factor," expressed Wagner.
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By Robyn Cota
In order to be financially
successful a corporation must
have an advertisement that will
P0^1^

present the public with a
view and give the people a good
feeling about that corporation
In 1966, the Sea Ranch
corporation began a housing
development on a seven mile
stretch of northern California's
coastal land. Their advertising
emphasized resort housing that
preserved the scenic view,
enhanced the landscape, had
good fishing and was near the
Bay Area. In fact the corpora
tion was so willing to please
prospective clients, that it built
an air strip for transportation to
and from the Bay Area.
But all of their public
relations carried no concern for
the natural environment. Since
that time however, people have
been made aware and have
become concerned over the
damage that corporate housing
developments may cause.

464-383#

Cahfomumwdibet in^ ^ ^
„

amount 0f

pacification to

Wm that corporations

such as Sea Ranch really is not
hurting the environment all that
much. In July of 1971, the Sea
Ranch Corporation funded a
project to determine the impact
that people will have on the coast
environment.
UOP
Professor, Steven
Obrebski is directing the Sea
Ranch study. Working under Dr.
Obrebski is David Jillson, an
M.A. candidate at UOP. The two
are studying many aspects of the
changing Sea Ranch including
water
quality,
sewage
management and increasing
beach use.
The project is still in
progress, so no conclusions have
as yet been presented. This has
put Dr. Obrebski in a very

stretegic position.
The people who funded
program should most definp
like the results to show i;
SeaRanch is not destroying i
ecology. But tby the same L'
Dr. Obrebski has his scient
conscience to consider. So far
Obrebski has avoided the mt
as much as possible, hoping
to provide publicity one way
the other.
According to Dr. Armit,
who is the manager of the mart
station, Dr. Obrebski's scienti
integrity would prevent \
from any twisting of the result
benefit Sea Ranch. Hopefully t
Obrebski will tell it like it
whatever the results may be
Presently
however, \ j
Ranch advertizes its scenicvr I
apes,
enchanced 1
the Bay
fishing, nearnt
tatiorj,
(including tn
Ranch,
now says
study
ecological ii
jrotect •
underway t
environment.

By EDWARD JULIUS

Education Workshop
Continued from page 3
Topp, professor of mathematics
and Nathan Cogan, professor of
English
and
Workshop
coordinator.
the workshop include, Douglas
Smith
,
professor
of
mathematics, Michael Kaill,
professor of Biology, William
Each of the four sessions will
deal with the main disciplineslanguage arts, mathematics,
biology, and social sciences.
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passifies the citizen. When the
time comes to vote, Mr. ^erage

In particular, Coastal Zone
Conservation
Act
initiative
would pose a serious threat to
coastal land grabbers by
restricting the realitors to only a
specific portion of the coastal
zone.
They
would
be,
accordingly, required to obtain a
permit to carry development.
There would be a Committee
established to regulate the
development and control the
issuance of the permits.
If legislation such as this
passes in November, there would
at least be the possibility that the
beaches could remain public, be
enjoyed by all Californians and
be
protected
from
the
exploitation of the corporate land
grab. The only possibility there is
os such legislation coming about
is if Californian's are really
enraged enough to vote for their
own protection.
By
using an almost
fraudulent advertisement, such
as "environmental impact study
is underway to protect the
ecology," the corporation

onion rings or fries and soft drink

BIG SYD'S
4227 Pacific Ave.
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ACROSS
1. Door's Side Post
5. Poisonous Arachnid
13. Russian Mountain Range
14. Of the Underworld Gods
16. Oriental Sounder
17. King of Judea
18. Russian Name
20. Church Official
22. African Tree
24. Exist
25. European King
27. Ever and
29. Burmese Language
30. Musical Instrument
34. Roguish Persons
36. Peer Gynt's Mother
37. Chose
39. Spanish Friend
40. Strike-breaker
42. Danube Tributary
44. Island Country (poet.)
Incognita
47. European Gold Coin
49. Scottish Digit
6
50. Bug
52. Dying
54. Bone
f|" Tape Recorder Brand
57. Mother of the Gods
58. Drink of Liquor
60.
Kick
62. Inferior Substitute
60. Before Long
68, Set of Rooms
70. Taj Mahal Site
71. Descriptive of Owls
73. Mr. Errol
74. Pistol Cases
75. Body Parti Fr.

DOWN
1. Fits of Intoxication
2. Bitter Drug
3. Short-tailed Cat
4. Circus
5. Liquor
6.
Guevara
7. Otheri Sp.
8. "The Bad Seed"
9. Imaginary Small Town
10. Fashionable
11. New Zealand Muttonbird
12. Female Camel
15. Nationality of 25-acros9
19. Thought Out
21. Potpourri
23.
Lisa
26. Stinking
28. Appellation
30. Fortifications
31. Christian Holiday
32. Toothed Wheels
33. Watery Blood
35. Love of Art
38. Room Setup
41.
Harte
43. North Carolinians
46. Served Well
48. Row of Seats
51. Ankle Bone
53. Columnar Rock
56. Woo
59. Milne Character
6l. Long For
63. To One Side
64. Jogging Gait
°5.
Grey
67. Military Person
69. Sailor
72. 8lst Element

